Longitudinal trends of observations can be estimated using the generalized multivariate analysis of variance (GMANOVA) model proposed by [10] . In the present paper, we consider estimating the trends nonparametrically using known basis functions. Then, as in nonparametric regression, an overfitting problem occurs. [13] showed that the GMANOVA model is equivalent to the varying coefficient model with non-longitudinal covariates. Hence, as in the case of the ordinary linear regression model, when the number of covariates becomes large, the estimator of the varying coefficient becomes unstable. In the present paper, we avoid the overfitting problem and the instability problem by applying the concept behind penalized smoothing spline regression and multivariate generalized ridge regression. In addition, we propose two criteria to optimize hyper parameters, namely, a smoothing parameter and ridge parameters. Finally, we compare the ordinary least square estimator and the new estimator.
Introduction
We consider the generalized multivariate analysis of variance (GMANOVA) model with n observations of p -dimensional vectors of response variables. This model was proposed by [10] . Let 
 
1 , , p t t t   is often used as the j th row vector of X .
Then, we estimate the longitudinal trends of Y using polynomial curve cannot thoroughly express flexible longitudinal trends. Hence, we consider estimating the longitudinal trends nonparametrically in the same manner as [11] and [5] , i.e., we use the known basis function as   t x and assume that p is large. In the present paper, we refer to the GMANOVA model with X obtained from the basis function as the nonparametric GMANOVA model. In the nonparametric GMANOVA model, it is well known that the ML estimators become unstable because 1  S becomes unstable when p is large. Thus, we deal with the least square (LS) estimators of μ and Ξ , which are o b t a in ed b y mi n i mi z i n g
Then, the LS estimators of μ and Ξ are obtained by 1 1 ( ) 
where ij a is the   , i j th element of A . This expression indicates that the GMANOVA model is equivalent to the varying coefficient model with non-longitudinal covariates [13] , i.e.,
where 
Then, several authors proposed a non-iterative GR estimator (see, e.g., [6] and the number of basis functions simultaneously. Fortunately, [18] reported that the performance of the MGR regression is the almost same as that of the multivariate ridge regression. Hence, we use the MGR regression in order to avoid the multicollinearity problem that occurs in A in order to reduce the number of computational tasks. The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we propose new estimators using the concept of the penalized smoothing spline regression and the MGR regression. In Section 3, we show the target mean squared error (MSE) of a predicted value of Y . We then propose the p C and p MC criteria to optimize ridge parameters and smoothing parameter in the new estimator.
Y , we prepare the following discrepancy function for measuring the distance between n p  matrices 1 F and
Since Σ is an unknown covariance matrix, we use the unbiased estimator S in (2) 
These two functions,   
,
the discrepancy function r , the MSE of the predicted value of Y is defined as
variables. For calculating the expectations in the MSE, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For any p p  non-stochastic matrix J , we obtain
Hence we obtain
Thus, the lemma is proven. Using this lemma, we obtain 
, we can propose the instinctive estimator of MSE, referred to as the p C criterion, as follows:
When we use this criterion, we optimize the ridge parameter θ and the smoothing parameter  by the following algorithm:
 .
4)
We optimize the ridge parameter and the smoothing parameter as
Note that this p C criterion corresponds to that in [18] when p  X I and
There is some bias between the MSE in (9) and the 
Then, we obtain
Therefore, we obtain the unbiased estimator for 
As in the case of using the p C , we optimize θ and  using this criterion as follows:
2) We obtain 
Optimizations using the
any fixed 0   as follows:  and the closed forms in (12) and (13) .
This means that we can reduce the processing time to optimize the parameters, and we need to use the optimization algorithm for only one parameter,  , for any k .
Magnitude Relationships between Optimized Ridge Parameters
In this subsection, we prove the magnitude relationships
proof. Since we assume K as a nonnegative definite matrix, there exists L that satisfies   K L L (see, e.g., [3] ). Then, since 0 
proof. We consider the following situations:
In (1),
 . Hence, we only consider situation (2) . Note that 
For any 
2) If (2) and (3), then
proof. In (1) and (5), the relationships (i) and (iv) are true. Hence we need only prove relationships (ii) and (iii).
Then we obtain
using the closed forms of (12) and (13 
Hence we obtain relationships (ii) and (iii). Thus, the theorem is proven.
Numerical Studies
In this section, we compare the LS estimator μ and Ξ 
The explanatory matrix A is given by 
